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Mini Portfolio

Figure 1: Entrance to my Quake 4 project, Enmity

Introduction
In this document I discuss a level which demonstrates my skills as a designer and scripter. I
present my goals, decisions, problem solving and design processes used to achieve my goals in
creating a small Quake 4 modification entitled Enmity. I hope this will aid in understanding my
priorities and thought processes as a designer with a computer science background.
I created Enmity during my fourth term at the Guildhall at SMU; it was completed in conjunction
with other coursework. Thank you for your time and consideration.
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Goals
My primary goal was to design an artificial intelligence in conjunction with a level design to
create a synergistic system. I wanted players to believe the A.I. was an intelligent opponent and
give players the feeling of a difficult but fun boss fight. Balanced gameplay and a high replay
value were also of utmost importance to ensure a fun experience. As a secondary concern to
gameplay, I strove to create a visually interesting environment using primarily Quake4 assets.

Overview
I created Enmity in three months as a directed focus study where I wanted to explore the process
of designing a level in conjunction with custom scripted artificial intelligence.
Enmity is a three-room boss battle in which the player battles a “Prototype Strogg” in a tactical
death match. Each room provides a different and challenging experience for the player. The
visual environment is similar to a standard Quake4 map, using visual inspirations from the
Quake 4 map “Hub 1”. When I began the project, I had no experience in radiant or Quake 4; in
three months time I created a polished, custom AI boss battle.

Figure 2: Opening area laser security grid
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Process
Planning and documentation
I began the process by playing through Quake 4 paying special attention to boss battles and
artificial intelligence. After playing through the game, I made a few preliminary decisions about
my project.
1. I decided on the visual theme of “Hub 1”
a. I made this decision because of the levels cool color scheme and relatively bright
lighting. I believed this would be help the overall playability of the level as the
enemy wouldn’t be obscured by darkness.
2. I would use a standard Strogg
a. I made this decision because the boss battles in Quake 4 using large enemies (like
Stroggafied Voss) would take an inordinately large level to support the tactical
style gameplay I wanted to achieve.
3. I would create multiple stages of the battle.
a. I made this decision because I wanted the experience to be fun and interesting
through the whole boss fight. By creating multiple stages of battle it allowed me
to vary the tactics used and keep the fight fun.

Figure 3: Level Overview
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Next step was to write the initial Level Design Document where
I created detailed maps and documented the Strogg behaviors I
wanted for the four rooms (room four was later cut to allow me
greater polish on the other rooms). Writing the Level Design
Document allowed me to better conceptualize my gameplay
space and project goals.

Figure 4: Painted art based on Hub1

Figure 6: Initial 2D map
Figure 5: Actual gameplay space room 2
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After creating the level design document and thinking through the different battle stages, I
researched A.I. so I could scope appropriately for I began analyzing the Quake 4 A.I. by creating
a list of all default states and scriptable actions possible for the Strogg in combat. I decided to
use the “Tactical Transfer Strogg” because of their more robust default artificial intelligence.
Because of the limited possible scripted combat actions available, I made the decision that this
project would need to be a mod in order to accomplish my goals.

This is where I
encountered my first
problem. I did not
know how to make a
Quake 4 mod. As
modifying Quake 4 is
not supported by the
Guildhall faculty, I
taught myself how to
create the mod, without
an extension to the
project’s deadline.

Figure 7: Prototype Strogg
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Construction
My next step was to build the play space and begin coding the artificial intelligence. I created a
test box for my AI and polished first room as a “vertical slice” to set the visual bar for the rest of
the map.

Figure 8: Room two: sniper fight

As the project progressed, I continued using the same BSP techniques as the vertical slice
to keep a consistent look and feel to the project. Having artists as play testers was useful for
identifying areas that were not visually interesting, as well as for helpful in balancing difficulty.
Play testing took time but it was an invaluable tool.
Once I was happy with the behavior of the A.I. in the second room I moved on to adjusting the
A.I. for rooms three and five (I made the decision to cut 4 by this time). Room two posed an
interesting challenge because of the relative high damage of the Railgun and slow fire rate. I
found that it was very unforgiving and a created an extremely slow paced battle. To remedy this
problem I altered the refire rate of the Strogg’s Railgun and lowered the damage. These changes
allowed the player to be hit many more times and the fight pace feels faster because the Strogg
can fire in rapid succession creating a much more energetic fight.
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For room three I wanted to do something different so I decided to create a new weapon for the
Strogg to use. After a few prototypes I decided on a hybrid of the Darkmatter gun and the
Hyperblaster. The final product was a fast firing Darkmatter gun that fired much smaller
Darkmatter projectiles. After play testing and tweaking damage many times, the damage applied
by the projectiles did not feel predictable to testers so I made the decision to cut the “Darkmatter
Hyperblaster” and replace it with a low damage rocket launcher. The low damage rocket
launcher accomplished my goals by creating a quick but high intensity last stand for the Strogg.

Figure 9: Rocket Strogg

Once I had the Strogg functioning as intended in each room I felt the A.I. was missing
something. After much tweaking and play testing, I found the A.I. was behaving too predictably.
Behaviors and patterns were too easy to predict, and once predicted by players much of the
immersion was lost. To combat this problem I implemented a simple threaded timer that forced
the A.I. to move to a “random” assault or cover point in the current room. This artificial
randomness forced the A.I. patterns to change in unpredictable ways and created an experience
that was different every time. This randomness emulsified my level design and A.I. into a
system that was greater than its individual components.
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Polish
Once I had the Strogg functioning as intended in each room I felt the A.I. was missing something
the A.I. was behaving too predictably. Behaviors and patterns were too easy for play testers to
predict, and ruined their immersion. To combat this problem I implemented a simple threaded
timer that forced the A.I. to move to a “random” assault or cover point in the current room. This
artificial randomness forced the A.I. patterns to change in unpredictable ways and created an
experience that was different every time. This randomness emulsified my level design and A.I.
into a system that was greater than its individual components.

Figure 10: Strange A.I. Exploit
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Play testing was an integral part of my difficulty balancing. I designed the boss fight as a
difficult but not frustrating game play experience. When the player fails, often they feel it was
because they were “out played” by the Artificial Intelligence.

During play testing, glitches in
my A.I. customizations became
apparent. Although I didn’t
write the base A.I. myself, I
was able to quickly correct
functions and prevent various
exploits.
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Conclusion
I believe the project was a success; by trial and error, I taught myself the design process of
modifying A.I. encounters and level design to support the encounters. The game play is also a
lot of fun and very different from any encounter seen in Quake 4.
Things I would do differently now:
Build BSP with optimization in mind. I didn’t yet fully understand this process when I began.
Build play spaces with a greater sense of place. The play space I created works well for its
purpose but doesn’t communicate a sense of being part of a greater whole.
Re-Skin the Strogg a contrasting color. I originally textured it to feel like a product of its
environment. I believe this may have been the wrong decision as it can be difficult to see.
Source more of my lighting. Much of my lighting lacks a material or model that would cast
the light). Focusing on the gameplay, I wanted a higher level of light than standard Quake 4
lighting but did not have time to source all of the lights.

Figure 12: Prototype Strogg taking cover in room 1

